Text: I Samuel 1; 2:1-11
Subject: The Birth of Samuel
Dole Notes: Volume: 3 Chapter: 57 Page: 1
Age Group: Primary: 6-8

basic supplies: ✃️ GLUE MARKERS PAPER PAINT

materials: white paper
  • stiff paper or cardboard
  • glue
  • crayons or markers
  • scissors

Teacher Preparation:
  • Make sample
  • Make baby shapes out of stiff paper
  • Cut out tabs and slits

Procedure: Color baby Samuel
  • Color the LORD at top left side of paper, so that His hands reach the end of the slit
  • Color Hannah at the bottom right so that her hands reach the slit
  • Glue tab to back of Samuel, put through slit in paper, such that the baby slides from the LORD to Hannah, and back again

Samuel slides, when the LORD gives him to Hannah, and when she gives him back

Notes:

Music: first songs: p. 2 top, p. 6, p. 18
Lori’s tape: Moses in the Bullrushes; Great Red Dragon

Liturgy: